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Abstract

While convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have taken the
lead for many learning tasks, action recognition in videos
has yet to see this jump in performance. Many teams are
working on the issue but so far there is no definitive answer
how to make CNNs work well with video data.

Recently, convolutional kernel networks (CKN) were
introduced as a special case of CNNs which can be trained
layer by layer in an unsupervised manner. This is done by
approximating a kernel function in every layer with finite-
dimensional descriptors.

In this work we show the application of the CKN training
to video, discuss the adjustments necessary and the influence
of the type of data presented to the networks as well as the
number of filters used.

Referat

Identifiering av händelser i video med

Convolutional Kernel Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) har visat sig väldigt
användbara för många inlärnings uppgifter och identifiering
av bilder. Att kunna identifiera vad som sker i videoklipp
har inte utvecklats i samma takt. Det pågår forskning på
flera håll om att applicera CNNs på video

Nyligen introducerades convolutional kernel networks
(CKN), ett specialfall av CNNs som tränas unsupervised la-
ger för lager. Detta är möjligt genom att approximera kernel
funktionen i varje lager med finite-dimensional descriptors
för att spara tid.

I vårt arbete visar vi exempel på CKN träning i videor,
ger svar på frågor om vilka justeringar som behöver göras,
hur olika typer av data påverkar implementationen och
mängden filter som behöver användas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world is awash in visual data. The costs for both transfer and storage of
information is decreasing rapidly and cameras are more portable and more readily
available than ever before. With more data available and computational power also
increasing, the interest in automatically analyzing this data is also growing. The
potential applications for video analysis methods range from military to medical,
with action recognition, retrieval and novelty detection only some of the most obvious
examples.

Computer vision in general has seen a drastic change in the methodologies over
the last years: while traditionally one of the most important parts of every computer
vision pipeline was the engineering of robust features, the application of artificial
neural networks to visual data has seen a resurgence following progress in training
methods and a dramatic rise in computational power. Using deep neural networks
to learn features “end to end”, i.e. without imposing many assumptions about the
structure in the data, has improved results to the point where neural networks are
matching or surpassing humans in many tasks now.

Using the same methods — and specifically convolutional neural networks — for
action recognition and other vision tasks on video has not yet taken over in the same
way though. While recent works presented by teams at Google, facebook and many
others suggest that neural networks will eventually make the same transition possible
for video as they did for images, it is not yet clear how to best leverage that potential.
In fact, hand-crafted robust local descriptors like dense trajectories [25] are still able
to match neural networks in performance in a lot of cases. Most of the methods that
have been proposed hinge on huge amounts of labelled training data, something
that is difficult to scale up. What’s more, training times and the equipment and
infrastructure required to apply these methods in a reasonable amount of time place
a high entry barrier on research in the field.

Recently, [14] introduced a novel method for training convolutional neural net-
works called Convolutional Kernel Network and demonstrated it to work well
on image data. It leverages the structure in unlabelled training data, which in
principle makes it able to scale with the amount of training data available. The
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

method is based on kernel methods, giving it a strong theoretic underpinning, and
since the training is done layer by layer the computational cost is greatly reduced.
Since the method makes no assumptions that limit it to two-dimensional inputs it
can be applied to video data in a very straight-forward manner.

In the present work we will do exactly that. The following sections of this
chapter will introduce all the basic tools used in the following chapters both to
establish notation and make this work accessible to someone with a general computer
science background but without specific knowledge of machine learning or computer
vision. Chapter 2 will present the classic approach to computer vision as well as
two of the more recent attempts at leveraging neural networks for better action
recognition. In chapter 3 we go over the details of the method from [14] and the
slight modifications we make to apply it to video data. As for any new method there
are lots of parameters and strategies to be evaluated; In chapter 4 we look at some
of the choices we made and how they affect results. We conclude in chapter 5 and
lay out the path for future research.

1.1 Action Recognition and Multiclass Classification

At its core, action recognition is a multiclass classification problem where each
example xi has to be assigned one of a given set of labels. This is a generalization of
binary classification where the labels can only take the values {−1, 1}. To perform
multiclass classification a combination of binary classifiers can be used either in a
One-vs-One or One-vs-Rest manner. One-vs-One means training a binary classifier
for every pair of labels. At test time all classifiers are applied to an example and
the class that gets predicted most often is assigned. In the One-vs-Rest approach
only one classifier per class is trained to separate this class from all others. At test
time, the class that gets the strongest response is assigned to the example. This
only works if the classifiers’ outputs are real-valued and give an indication of the
confidence in the classification. That means that for a k-class problem one needs
either k or k (k − 1) binary classifiers. In this work we use One-vs-Rest classification.
We will discuss successful approaches to action recognition in the next chapter. As
we will see, one key to solving this problem seems to lie in a good representation
of the motion information in the videos. For this, one often uses the optical flow
between two video frames. An optical flow algorithm usually takes two frames as
input and assigns each pixel coordinate (or just those of interest) in the first one a
two-dimensional displacement vector (u, v)⊤ representing the direction and velocity
of movement visible at this coordinate. Optical flow computation is a difficult
problem itself but current algorithms are good enough to use the results as input for
other learning algorithms. A good classifier can often compensate for flaws in the
flow computation.
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1.2 Linear Classifiers and Separability

A linear classifier assigns binary labels to inputs by means of a hyperplane. This
means thresholding the inner product between the data x ∈ R

p0 and the hyperplane’s
normal w ∈ R

p0 at some a bias b ∈ R. So the decision function is

f(x) = sgn(〈x,w〉+ b)

This can be reformulated to include the bias into the inner product. One appends
a constant intercept to the input data and combines w and b:

f(x) = sgn(〈x̂, ŵ〉)

where x̂ = (x1, . . . , xp, 1)⊤ and ŵ = (w1, . . . , wp, b)
⊤. Training a linear classifier

means finding a suitable ŵ.
While linear methods are straight-forward their applications are limited to

cases where the data are (mostly) linearly separable, meaning that the separating
hyperplane actually exists or at least gives acceptable results. For most real-world
problems though this is not the case. In the following we will see two approaches to
make linear classifiers more useful: neural networks and kernel methods.

1.3 Neural Networks and Deep Learning

An (artificial) neural network is a composition of neurons, each of which performs a
very simple computation: Given a vector x ∈ R

p0 the neuron produces a weighted
sum of its inputs and then applies a non-linear activation function φ. The whole
computation for one neuron can thus be written as

x 7→ φ(〈x,w〉)
At first sight the non-linearity does not change much: a single neuron can

still only separate along a hyperplane by thresholding φ(〈x,w〉). Organizing many
neurons into a layer already yields a powerful tool though. In a layer, each neuron
gets identical input x but uses different weights wj :

x 7→ [φ1(〈x,wj〉)]p1

j=1 = φ1(Wx)

where W ∈ R
p1×p0 holds the neurons’ weights for this layer. Instead of just

producing a binary output the collection neurons can many different nonlinear
transformations of the input. This new representation of x can in turn be used
to classify it, for example with a simple output neuron, or with a support vector
machine. It can however also be used as input to another layer of neurons yielding
a new representation, and so on. A neural network with K layers can then be
described by K weight matrices and nonlinearities:

x 7→ φK (WKφK−1 (WK−1 . . . φ1 (W1x) . . . ))
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Figure 1.1: A single neuron can not model more complex decision boundaries than
a hyperplane.
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Figure 1.2: A feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer and one output
can already model more complex decision boundaries.

The nature of the nonlinearities φ1...K are a design choice, the weights (and possibly
some parameters of the nonlinearities) are learned from training data. Common
nonlinearities are the Rectified linear unit (ReLU)

φ(h) = max(h, 0)

and the sigmoid with steepness β:

φ(h) =
1

1 + e−2βh
.

Over the last years a great deal of progress has been made with neural networks.
Aided by cheaper and more powerful hardware as well as some critical insights into
how to train big networks, both in terms of neurons and in terms of layers, they have
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caught up with and surpassed other methods in many fields of machine learning.
Most neural networks are trained with the backpropagation algorithm which amounts
to a stochastic gradient descent algorithm on all weights at the same time. Since the
objectives being optimized during backpropagation are highly non-convex, finding a
global optimum is practically impossible. Recent work in [4] shows that the local
optima that the algorithm will converge to are virtually all of similar quality. Still,
the training procedure is notoriously hard to get right. In particular, choosing and
adjusting the learning rate of the gradient descent is difficult to the point where in
[9] it is adjusted by hand when the optimization stalls.

One class of neural networks stands out as particularly well-suited to vision tasks.
Since this class is the one used in this work, we take a closer look at it.

1.3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

For vision tasks it makes sense to arrange the neurons into structures resembling the
input. For a grey-level image that would mean that the input neurons form a grid of
the input image’s size. For a regular neural network this does not change much since
all neurons of one layer are fully connected to the preceding and following layers.

Convolutional Neural Networks can be seen from two perspectives: On one hand,
they are a special case of neural networks where a lot of the weights are forced to
be zero and other weights forced to be equal. On the other hand they can maybe
more easily be understood as a collection of learned linear filters combined with
nonlinearities.

The Convolutional Layer as Learned Filters A linear filter can be expressed
as a function that maps coordinates to real values much like a grey-level image.
Given an input with coordinates z ∈ R

P the filter’s coordinates will be of the same
dimension P . A color image with 3 channels for example will have 3 dimensional
coordinates. Accordingly, a filter will map the coordinate set P ⊂ R

3 to R. Applying
the filter at image coordinate z′ is then a matter of shifting the filter’s function to
that coordinate and integrating the product of the two functions. To formalize this
concept we introduce some notation that we will use throughout this work.

A feature map is a function ϕ : Ω→ H where Ω is the set of coordinates and H
is a Hilbert space. A Hilbert space is a vector space that provides a scalar product,
something that will become important later on.

For most practical purposes H will be R
p and for color images and videos in

particular it will be often R
3 for an RGB encoding. Ω will usually be a regular

two dimensional grid {0, . . . ,W} × {0, . . . ,H} for image inputs and a regular three
dimensional grid {0, . . . , T} × {0, . . . ,W} × {0, . . . ,H} for videos.

A patch shape P is a symmetric set of coordinates of the same dimensionality as
the corresponding feature maps. A filter then is just a function f : P → H, that
is a feature map centered around the 0 coordinate. Applying a filter to a feature
map means placing it on each viable coordinate and summing up the inner products
between the filter and feature map:
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Input
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After Nonlinearity

Figure 1.3: A simple example of a convolutional layer with 3 filters of shape 3× 3
applied to a 6 × 6 greylevel image. The highlighted areas show a perfect match
between filter and input.

ϕ′(z) =
∑

z′∈P

〈
ϕ(z + z′), f(z′)

〉

where ϕ′ : Ω′ → H′ is the feature map resulting from the filtering. We consider
a coordinate to be viable if the filter, centered on the coordinate, stays inside the
feature map: {z}+ P = {z + z′|z′ ∈ P} ⊆ Ω. This means that filtering shrinks the
feature maps. We will often use patch maps, feature maps that extract the pixels or
voxels of a patch and concatenate them into a vector of dimension |P| · d. In this
case a filter is just a vector w of the same dimension, and filtering is reduced to a
single inner product.

A convolutional layer is a collection of filters (usually all of the same shape) and
a nonlinearity. Figure 1.3 shows a trivial example of a convolutional layer. Note
that the dimension of the resulting feature map’s image space H′ is the number of
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filters. These layers can be stacked on top of each other. This way the filters in each
get maximally activated by more and more complex structures in the inputs. The
first layers of CNNs usually contain filters that detect edges, gradients, and other
low-level features of an input. The following layers build on these low-level features
to create filters that detect more complex patterns like body parts or discriminative
landscape elements.

The Convolutional Layer as a Special Case To use the machinery of neural
networks for convolutional layers one needs to regard them as heavily constrained
instances of regular fully connected layers. The filters’ elements correspond to the
neurons’ weights. For the neuron at coordinate z of Ω′ only the weights connecting
it to neurons at coordinates {z}+ P in ϕ are allowed to be non-zero. This encodes
that a neuron’s output only depends on the input patch covered by the filter.

Also, we only train one set of filters per layer, i.e. we apply the same filters at
every coordinate. The weight between neuron z and z′ of successive layers is thus
only dependent on their distance z− z′.

This view on convolutional layers, while it may seem artificial, allows them to
be used in combination with other elements of neural networks. It also explains
why convolutional networks tend be be easier to train than unconstrained ones:
the constraints drastically reduce the number of learnable parameters, making the
networks less prone to overfitting.

Softmax, Pooling and Fully Connected Layers While convolutional layers
are very useful, other types of layers are also used in CNNs. The most basic one is
the fully connected layer which is an unconstrained layer of neurons. These layers
are usually used after the convolutional layers of a network as they do not preserve
the spatial information as convolutional layers do.

Pooling layers can be used after each convolutional layer. They both reduce the
representation size and to introduce additional invariance to local changes. Any
pooling layer takes a patch of a feature map and reduces it to a single feature vector.
One very popular way of doing this is max-pooling, that is choosing the maximum
input entry for every output dimension. Averaging or linear combination of the
inputs are other strategies for pooling.

A common output layer for classification tasks is a softmax layer. It usually
follows the one or two fully connected layers and provides a discrete probability
distribution over the labels. It differs from a regular fully connected layer in that
its activation function takes all neurons’ activations into account. For the input
x ∈ R

pk−1 and the weights W ∈ R
pk×pk−1 a softmax layer will produce the output

φk(W · x) = φk(x
′) with

φk(x
′) =

[
ex

′
i

]p
i=1

p∑
i=1

ex
′
i
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Kernel Methods

As stated before, hardly any real dataset is linearly separable. However, non-linearly
transforming the data into a higher-dimensional space by means of a function
φ : Rp → R

P , P >> p increases the probability of being able to linearly separate it.
The decision function then becomes

f(x) =

{
1 if φ(x) ·w ≥ 0

0 otherwise

where w ∈ R
P . In real-world applications perfect separability is not necessarily

desirable, e.g. in the presence of label noise. The transformation into a higher-
dimensional space will however make the data easier to separate, i.e. the optimal
linear classifier in R

P will make fewer misclassifications.
Kernel methods make use of this property by using transforms into very high-

dimensional spaces. This works for arbitrary objects as inputs, bot fur this work we
will only consider real vectors as inputs. Instead of explicitly transforming the input
data this is achieved by reformulating machine learning algorithms so that the data
only occur as part of inner products 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉. For certain transforms φ these
inner products can very efficiently be computed directly from xi and xj without
explicitly computing the transform. Thus, for a function κ : Rp × R

d → R all the
inner products in an algorithm can be replaced by their corresponding kernel values
κ(xi,xj). In particular this can even be possible if φ : Rp → R

∞. κ is called a kernel
function. And the transform φ does not even need to be known. In fact, any positive
semi-definite function κ : Rp ×R

p → R corresponds to some such transform and can
thus be used as a kernel. It implicitely defines a corresponding Hilbert space for
which κ(xi,xj) = 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉.

Kernel functions can be used to make linear methods more powerful at little or no
additional cost. But they also provide a way to incorporate domain knowledge into
an algorithm: Encoding some domain-specific similarity measure as a kernel function
allows this domain knowledge to be used in any kernelized algorithm. Furthermore,
kernel functions can easily be composed to yield even more powerful representations.
Sums and products of kernel functions for example are themselves kernel functions.
A comprehensive book on kernel methods is [22] where a lot of different kernel
functions, kernelized algorithms and applications are discussed. In this work we will
only use two very common kernel functions: First the linear kernel which is just
the inner product κ(xi,xj) = 〈xi,xj〉. It corresponds to using the identity (or any
linear function) as the transform φ. Second, the Gaussian kernel with smoothing
parameter σ ∈ R:

κ(xi,xj) = exp

(
−||xi − xj ||2

2σ2

)

8



1.4. KERNEL METHODS

This kernel is translation invariant, i.e. it only depends on the distance be-
tween the points xi and xj and not on their absolute positions. It corresponds to
transforming the data into an infinite-dimensional space.

Perhaps the most used kernelized algorithm is the kernelized support vector
machine (SVM) with the linear SVM as a special case. Kernel methods were very
successful for a while but lost popularity with the rise of neural networks. One reason
that they could not keep up was that they do not scale to big datasets. Usually
all the pairwise kernel values will be used during training. But for powerful kernel
functions, evaluating the full kernel even once can be quite costly. Precomputing the
complete Gram matrix holding all pairwise kernel values is possible up to a point
but requires a O(N2) storage space. To store the Gram matrix of 1 million examples
as 32 bit floating point numbers requires about half a TByte of storage and datasets
are growing rapidly. Caching parts of the Gram matrix can help but does not really
solve the problem of quadratic storage cost.

We have briefly introduced all the tools needed to understand the main part
of this work. We have also seen the limitations of two very successful techniques:
Neural networks are hard and expensive to train, while kernel methods do not scale
up to bigger datasets.

In the next chapter we will look at way to apply both methods to computer
classification tasks in general and computer vision tasks in particular. This will put
the proposed method into context and allow to understand some of the decisions
made in this work.

9





Chapter 2

Related Work

Many teams are currently trying to use CNNs to achieve a similar breakthrough in
video analysis as could be seen in image analysis, but as we will see in this chapter,
there is little agreement on how to do that. To understand where CKNs fit into this
landscape and which problems they try to address, we will now take a closer look at
classical computer vision methods as applied to videos as well as some of the more
recent work in this domain.

2.1 The Classical Computer Vision Pipeline

For a long time, engineering good, i.e. discriminative and robust, features to extract
from inputs like images and videos was one of the key tasks in computer vision. For
images, the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT, [13]) and histograms of oriented
gradients (HOG [5]) are very well-known features that are robust to small changes
in the input. For video data some of these established descriptors were adapted
to take a temporal dimension into account, SIFT3D [19] and HOG3D [10] being
well-known examples of this. More recently video-specific features were introduced,
notably motion boundary histograms (HBM) [6] which account for local changes
in the optical flow between frames. All these features introduce domain knowledge
into the resulting models. For example, real world objects are mostly solid, colors of
adjacent pixels in an image are strongly correlated if they belong to the same object
and changes in lighting conditions will change all colours in the image. Likewise,
changing the internal and external camera parameters will have very specific effects
on the image. A good low-level feature accounts for these and more particularities of
vision tasks and allows the following learning algorithm to function, allowing for easy
discrimination of classes, retrieval or other tasks. At the same time a good feature
must be robust to small perturbations: for a classification problem, camera noise,
intra-class variations or lightening changes should ideally not be reflected in the
extracted features. That means that the definition of “small” is highly dependent
on the task at hand.

Where and how exactly to extract features is also important. For video the first

11
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strategy would be to just extract cuboids (rectangular volumes) either densely or at
points which are heuristically estimated to be useful for discrimination. The best
results are achieved though when densely sampling points to track over a certain
number of frames using the optical flow field as [25] describes. This forms trajectories
through the video along which the volumes are extracted. These volumes are then
subdivided into smaller volumes and a local descriptor is computed for each one.
The concatenation of these local descriptors forms the descriptor for the volume.
This is repeated for different spatial scales to account for different sized of objects
and motions due to the scene geometry, i.e. camera zoom and distance between
scene and camera.

The low-level features produce local descriptors of an image and need to be
aggregated into a global descriptor for further use in a classifier. One approach to
aggregating local descriptors is called bag of visual words. The intuition behind this
approach is borrowed from natural language models in which documents are often
treated as unordered histograms of word frequencies, hence the name of the method.
It works like this: At training time, a codebook is generated from descriptors of
training patches by clustering them. To describe a video features are extracted in
either a dense fashion or only at certain points selected heuristically. Their patch
descriptors are computed and assigned to the closest entry in the codebook. The
occurrence of each codebook element is now counted and the resulting histogram
used as the global descriptor.

A more sophisticated way to aggregate local descriptors into high-level ones is to
use Fisher Vectors. This method employs a generative model uλ with parameter
λ ∈ R

M for local descriptors — usually a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) — to
compute the Fisher Kernel between two collections of local descriptors. The gradient
of the probability density uλ (which indicates how to better fit the model to the
data) serves as a similarity measure for this. Importantly, the kernel computation
can be split into two independent computations for each of the inputs: KFV (X,Y ) =

GX
λ

⊤
G Y
λ . Thus using these descriptors in a linear classifier is equivalent to using a

kernelized classifier with KFV . Since it captures more information from the local
descriptors than just the coordinates of the closest centroid it allows for better
classification than a bag of visual words. The method is described in detail in [17]
and is applied to video data in [25] and [15].

All the above is often done separately for different segments of the video. This
division is called spatio-temporal pyramids and introduces a weak notion of temporal
and spatial information back into the model which the time- and space-agnostic
aggregation techniques remove.

Applying the whole pipeline of low-level features, local descriptors, aggregation,
spatial pyramids still yields state-of-the-art results on mid-scale datasets. In the
following we will look at two attempts at replacing most of this pipeline with neural
networks, specifically CNNs. The hope is that a neural network should be able to
learn the best features directly from training data if given enough of it.

12



2.2. TREATING MOTION AND APPEARANCE SEPARATELY

2.2 Treating Motion and Appearance Separately

One notable take at using CNNs for action recognition in videos is presented in [20].
The authors use two separate networks, trained on the same dataset but presented
with different inputs.

A spatial CNN takes single still frames from the input videos as input, that is it
has almost no knowledge of motion and performs action recognition by appearance
only. It is trained on randomly selected crops from randomly selected frames, flipped
horizontally with a 50% probability. At test time, samples are taken on all four
corners and the center at equally spaced frames, the inputs as well as their horizontal
flips are scored by the network and the resulting class scores averaged to obtain the
network’s scores for the whole video.

A second, temporal CNN works on optical flow fields as input. Instead of
extracting a single still frame, a stack of displacements for L frames is extracted in
the same manner as before. The network architecture is largely the same as that of
the spatial CNN. Again the network is trained with randomly extracted stacks of
flow while the corners and center, as well as their flipped versions, are used at test
time. The flow input contains only a very limited amount of appearance information,
meaning that the network mostly picks up on the motion the input it does contain.

The class scores of the two networks are then combined by either simple averaging
or training a linear support vector machine on the concatenated class scores. The
method does indeed improve on other methods in some settings. In particular, the
authors show that combining the classifications of both networks yields better results
than any one of them, suggesting that the information contained in the two types of
input are to some extent complementary. Comparing their results to the training
on raw stacked frames in [9], the authors of [20] also speculate that the networks
are not capable of learning to extract all the relevant motion information from the
raw pixel data and that achieving this would require architectural changes to the
networks. And indeed, very recently [7] presents a CNN that does exactly that, and
indeed the network’s architecture is very different from the one in [20].

But the approaches of [9] and [20] are just two of many possible ways to use
CNNs for action recognition. We will look at another very different approach before
presenting our own.

2.3 Extending Patches to the Third Dimension

In [23] the authors present a very puristic approach to “learning features end-to-end”,
a common philosophical principle in the deep learning community. Instead of treating
a stack of L frames in RGB format as a 3L-channel input and training 2D filters on
this input, they perform actual 3D convolutions.

This is in stark contrast to the method discussed above: the temporal nature of
the video is incorporated into the model from the very first layer and the network
needs to pick up on it by itself. The authors experiment with several architectures,
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reaching the conclusion that an architecture with small (3× 3× 3) filters “is among
the best performing architectures”. All the networks have 8 convolutional and two
fully-connected layers, with max-pooling layers between some of them. Again, the
work improves upon the state of the art and in particular the gain in computational
efficiency is quite significant. But again, the gain in performance (90.4% accuracy
on the UCF101 dataset, compared to 89.1% for the second-best method) is not of
the kind that settles the question how to use CNNs for video analysis.

2.4 Other Unsupervised Methods

Restricted boltzmann machines (RBMs) and auto-encoders, as well as their con-
volutional counterparts, are two other ways of training neural networks without
supervision. They share an idea, which is that learning to reconstruct the inputs
can yield a robust and general representation. They use different approaches to this
though: the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is motivated by statistics and is
usually trained by repeatedly sampling from a distribution over neuron activations.
This training procedure, called contrastive divergence, is slow to greatly reduce
the usefulness of RBMs. Auto-encoders are regular feed-forward networks that
are trained to reproduce the inputs, usually in the face of some constraints. The
most common constraint is that the hidden layers have fewer neurons than the
input (and output) layer. This forces the network to find a representation of the
input that captures as much of the information as possible over the whole training
data. Auto-encoders are more related to CKNs than RBMs are. While there is no
direct correspondence, the idea of finding a smaller representation for something also
appears in CKNs. As we will see, CKNs approximate a kernel function by reducing
elements of a hilbert space (with infinite dimensionality) to smaller vectors. The
goal is a different one though: a kernel function is designed to increase separability,
not for reconstructing the input.

As we have seen, CNNs hold a lot of promise for video analysis in general and
action recognition in particular. However, the question how to use them in the best
way possible in which circumstances is far from settled at this point. Keeping all of
this in mind we proceed to the next chapter in which we describe our own approach
which differs significantly from the above methods, both in motivation and practical
application.
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Chapter 3

Method and Application to Video Data

Now that we have established the basics and looked at the motivation for further
exploring kernel methods in a computer vision context we can look at the core of
this work: describing CKNs, their adaptation to video input and the influence of
some of their parameters. After setting out the basic idea of the method we will
look at its application to images as introduced in [14]. The notation being used is
the one introduced in [14]. While focused on image classification, the formulation
and approach is virtually identical to the one used here for videos. The first sec-
tions will thus be of little interest to someone who has read [14]. What will be left
is showing how the same method can be applied to video input and which parts differ.

CKNs provide a principled way to train CNNs layer by layer in an unsupervised
fashion, giving the opportunity to leverage large unlabelled datasets. Each layer is
trained to approximate a kernel function over patches of the preceding layer’s output.
The first layer’s kernel function is defined over (pairs of) patches of the input video
or some preprocessed version of it. The approximation of this kernel function allows
for an interpretation that matches that of a convolutional layer in a CNN, followed
by a pooling layer: the convolutional layer and pooling, when applied separately to
both input patches, yield two vectors (one per patch) the inner product of which
is close to the kernel between the two patches. Being able to separately compute a
descriptor per patch that makes this approximation so useful. Instead of computing
one kernel function per pair of inputs it is now possible to compute one descriptor
per input patch and to approximate the kernel function with pairwise inner products.
Applying this transformation at every possible coordinate of the inputs (i.e. to all
their patches) means applying the convolution to the whole videos and transforms
them into new feature maps. If the videos are of equal shape (height, width and
duration) then their descriptors are also of equal size and can be used in a linear
classifier.

This means that after training the first layer, the inputs can be convolved (i.e.
filtered) and down-sampled one by one, resulting in feature maps that are smaller
than the original inputs and represent the filters’ activations at different points in the
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CHAPTER 3. METHOD AND APPLICATION TO VIDEO DATA

videos. These feature maps have coordinates of the same dimension as the inputs,
but the values stored at those coordinates are vectors of dimension equal to the
number of filters used in the convolution — they can be thought of as videos with a
very high number of colour channels. The convolution computes new features from
the inputs at each coordinate, the down-sampling introduces spatial and temporal
invariance so that small changes in relative positioning or timing of events in the
videos do not influence the output too much.

The resulting feature maps are then used as the input to the second layer.
Thus the second layer’s kernel function is defined over patches of the first layer’s
outputs and the same training procedure is applied. In this way the original
inputs are transformed — layer by layer — into feature maps representing more
complex patterns. After the last layer a linear algorithm — we use a linear SVM
for classification — can be used, corresponding to a kernelized algorithm using the
kernel function the last layer approximates.

We will now start by looking at the kernels we use for the networks presented
here. Bear in mind that while the notation for the kernels will largely be the same
for both image and video inputs, they work on different sets of coordinates Ω,Ω′.

3.1 Patch-level Kernels and Convolutional Kernels

In the following we discuss the single layer and multilayer convolutional kernels. The
single layer convolutional kernel compares two feature maps. The multilayer kernel
builds upon this by applying it to patch feature maps.

Single Layer Convolutional Kernel This kernel function effectively compares
the inputs, yielding high responses if they are similar. For two inputs ϕ and ϕ′ with
coordinate sets Ω,Ω′ it is defined as

K(ϕ,ϕ′) =
∑

z∈Ω

∑

z′∈Ω′

||ϕ(z)||H||ϕ′(z′)||H e
− 1

2β2 ||z−z′||22 e− 1
2σ2 ||ϕ̃(z)−ϕ̃′(z′)||2

H (3.1)

with the smoothing parameters β and σ. Here ϕ̃ is the normalized version of ϕ,
and similarly for ϕ̃′.

ϕ̃(z) =





ϕ(z)
||ϕ(z)||2 if ||ϕ(z)||2 6= 0

0 otherwise

The kernel is comprised of three parts: A Gaussian kernel e− 1
2σ2 ||ϕ̃(z)−ϕ̃′(z′)||22

compares the orientations of the feature vectors at z and z′. σ controls what it
means for two orientations to be considered similar. A large value for σ makes all
features “similar” which makes the kernel basically worthless. A small value however
means that only features that have to be near-identical orientation will contribute
signifcantly to the overall result. Neither of the two is desirable, but as we will see
it is easy to automatically set σ based on training data. Comparing orientations
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3.1. PATCH-LEVEL KERNELS AND CONVOLUTIONAL KERNELS

Figure 3.1: The gaussian kernel over coordinates gives a higher weight to coordinate
pairs that are close to each other. The features (colors) at the locations z′

1 and z′
2

are both equal to that at z1, so their directions match exactly. Yet the contribution
from the coordinate pair z1, z

′
2 is much lower than that of z1, z

′
1 since the former

two are too far apart.

would normally involve an angular distance between the vectors ϕ(z) and ϕ′(z′).
The euclidean distance works as a proxy for this angular distance since both vectors
lie on the unit hyper-sphere.

The second Gaussian kernel e
− 1

2β2 ||z−z′||22 encodes that coordinate pairs that
are closer to each other are more important. How close they have to be make a
significant contribution to the sum depends on β. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the
kernel influences the overall function value for very simple 4× 4 feature maps.
The magnitudes of ϕ(z) and ϕ(z′) form the last simple kernel.

Multilayer Convolutional Kernel The multilayer convolutional kernel is very
similar to the single layer one. Instead of comparing entire feature maps though it
only compares two patches of equal shape extracted from feature maps. For layer
k the kernel is defined for pairs of patches ϕk−1({zk} + Pk) and ϕ′

k−1({z′
k} + Pk)

extracted at their respective locations zk and z′
k. Writing ‖·‖ for the norm in Hk−1:

∑

z∈Pk

∑

z′∈Pk

‖ϕk−1(zk + z)‖‖ϕ′
k−1(z′

k + z′)‖

e
− 1

2β2
k

‖z−z′‖2
2

e
− 1

2σ2
k

‖ϕ̃k−1(zk+z)−ϕ̃′

k−1(z′

k
+z′)‖2

2

(3.2)
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CHAPTER 3. METHOD AND APPLICATION TO VIDEO DATA

This is an instance of the equation 3.1 with Ω = Ω′ = Pk, H = Hk−1 and β and
σ with their layer-specific versions βk and σk. Ωk is simply defined as the set of
coordinates at which the patches {zk}+ Pk are fully contained within the original
feature map. H is implicitely defined as the Hilbert space for which the kernel is
reproducing.

While the step from single- to multi-layer convolutional kernel might seem like
mostly a syntactical change, what it does to the representation of an image or video
is not: consider an image or video that is represented in layer k − 1 by a feature
map ϕk−1 : Ωk−1 → Hk−1 where Hk−1 is a Hilbert space. This will usually be an
explicit representation in R

pk−1 , for example when the representation is given by
pixel or voxel values in R

3 for an RGB encoding. Or it may be a higher-dimensional
representation, as will be the case for the outputs of preceding layers. By defining
a kernel function on patches of feature maps, we transform the representation of
the whole feature map into a new feature map ϕk : Ωk → Hk with the new set of
coordinates Ωk and an associated Hilbert space Hk.

This kernel could in principle be used directly in any kernelized algorithm taking
patches as input, but it is too computationally costly, especially for video input
which has an additional dimension of the input coordinates. This is on top of the
fundamental challenges kernel methods face when applied to big datasets. But as we
will show in the next section the kernel can be worked with to allow for an efficient
approximation.

3.2 Approximation of the Convolutional Kernel

In the following we show a way to approximate the kernel 3.2. It consists of
approximating the two Gaussian kernels by writing them down as integrals, then
approximating the integrals by sampling. As a result the feature maps ϕk, ϕ

′
k will

be represented by finite-dimensional maps ξk, ξ
′
k : Ωk → R

pk for which 〈ξk, ξ′
k〉 ≈

K(ξk, ξ
′
k). The approximation not only reduces the storage cost for N examples

from O(N2) to O(N) but also matches the formulation of a CNN. In the following
we assume regular grids of dimension 2 or 3 as the coordinate sets. This allows us to
introduce axis-specific versions of the βk parameters. This change is necessary because
assuming equal sizes of the inputs in all dimensions is not a reasonable assumption
for video input, much less than for image inputs. To clarify the relationship of
the ξk and ϕk: ξk is always a finite-dimensional spatial map from Ωk to R

pk and
would be implemented by a multi-dimensional array — three-dimensional for images,
four-dimensional for videos. The corresponding feature ϕk : z 7→ H must be some
feature at or around z that can be approximated by extracting a patch around z.

All the approximations of the Gaussian kernels in 3.2 depend on the fact that a
Gaussian kernel can be rewritten as an integral:

e− 1
2σ2 ||x−x′||22 =

(
2

πσ2

)m
2
∫

w∈Rm
e− 1

σ2 ||x−w||22e− 1
σ2 ||x′−w||22 (3.3)
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3.2. APPROXIMATION OF THE CONVOLUTIONAL KERNEL

This integral in turn can be approximated by a weighted sum of the integrand,
evaluated over a sample of the w ∈ R

m:

e− 1
2σ2 ||x−x′||22 ≈

(
2

πσ2

)m
2

p∑

l=1

ηle
− 1

σ2 ||x−wl||22e− 1
σ2 ||x′−wl||22 (3.4)

Each wl is a sampling point with its associated weight ηl. How the sampling
should be done depends on the dimensionality m of the kernel inputs. For low-
dimensional inputs it is feasible to sample uniformly and densely enough to give a
good approximation. As in [14] we use this approach for low-dimensional inputs.
This includes the Gaussian kernels over the coordinates as well as over some types of
input. For this work we consider four kinds of input which are described in section
3.3

The goal of sampling is to efficiently approximate the Gaussian kernel between
feature map patches with a finite sum. To find good sampling points we will use
pairs of input patches obtained from training data to formulate and apply standard
optimization techniques to an empirical error function. The optimization problem
for finding p suitable sampling points as introduced in [14] is the following:

min
η∈R

p
+,W∈Rm×p


 1

n

n∑

i=1

(
e− 1

2σ2 ||xi−yi||22 −
p∑

l=1

ηl e
− 1

σ2 ||xi−wl||22 e− 1
σ2 ||yi−wl||22

)2



(3.5)
This is simply a mean squared error problem with the Gaussian kernel between

two patches xi,yi with m elements as a target value and the aforementioned sampling
as the approximation. The matrix W holds all the sampling points as column vectors.
The number of sampling points p controls how accurate the approximation can be
at its optimum.

3.2.1 Viewing the Kernel Approximation as a Neural Network

The approximation scheme 3.5 has the benefit that each e− 1
σ2 ||xi−wl||22 only depends

on one of the inputs. That means that we can compute a descriptor for each
input volume and then approximate the pair-wise kernel values by computing the
inner products of the descriptors. Each vector x with ||x||2 = 1 is mapped to[√
ηle

− 1
σ2 ||x−wl||22

]p
l=1

As noted in [14] the approximation scheme 3.5, when applied to unit norm
training examples, will produce weight vectors wj with norm close to 1. This

means that the term ||x−wl||22 = ||x||22 − 2w⊤
l x + ||wl||22 = 2

(
1−w⊤

l x
)

contains

a convolution of a volume x and with the filter wl. The l-th component of the
kernel approximation can then be seen as the result of this convolution followed

by a point-wise non-linearity: e− 2
σ2 (1−w⊤

l
x). Convolutions followed by point-wise

non-linearities are the first correspondence with CNNs. The approximation of the

Gaussian kernel e
− 1

2β2 ||z−z′||22 is the second one.
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Let ψk(z) : z 7→ ξk({b}+Pk) be the feature map extracting patches from ξk. It is
defined over Ω′

k, the set of coordinates at which the patch shape Pk can be placed. Ap-

proximating the kernels e
− 1

2σ2
k

||ψ̃k−1(z)−ψ̃′

k−1(z′)||22
and ||ψk−1(z)||Hk−1

||ψ′
k−1(z′)||Hk−1

can be realized by computing the descriptors

ζk(z) =

[
||ψk−1(z)||2

√
ηkl e

− 1

2σ2
k

||ψ̃k−1(z)−wkl||22
]pk

l=1

and ζ ′
k(z

′) respectively. The approximation of 3.2 then becomes

K(ϕk−1, ϕ
′
k−1) ≈

∑

z,z′∈Ωk−1

ζk(z)⊤ζ ′
k(z

′) e
− 1

2β2
k

||z−z′||22

For the remaining Gaussian kernel the approximation is done by sampling over Ω′:

K(ϕk−1, ϕ
′
k−1) ≈

∑

z∈Ωk−1

∑

z′∈Ωk−1

ζk(z)⊤ζ ′
k(z

′)
2

π

∑

u∈Ω′

k

e
− 1

β2
k

||z−u||22
e

− 1

β2
k

||z′−u||22

=
2

π

∑

u∈Ω′

k


 ∑

z∈Ωk−1

ζk(z)e
− 1

β2
k

||z−u||22



⊤
 ∑

z′∈Ωk−1

ζ ′
k(z

′)e
− 1

β2
k

||z′−u||22



This sampling can be implemented in an intuitive way: It is a Gaussian blurring
of the ζk, followed by a subsampling operation. This completes the tools necessary
to write down the algorithms 1 and 2 as introduced in [14]. Algorithm 1 learns
the filters W from output patches of the previous layer by optimizing 3.5 with a
standard black box optimization algorithm. Algorithm 2 applies the transformation
of one network layer to a feature map. However, when using larger sets of input
patches, higher dimensionality of the patches and more filters using the problem
in 3.5 poses a problem since the batch optimization algorithm used in the original
training procedure is not able to scale to the size of the inputs. Stochastic gradient
descent is the natural alternative but it does not fit the task very well since the ηkl
are very different in nature from the wkl, requiring different learning rate schedules
to yield good results and making the training procedure overly complicated.

In this work we modify approximation 3.5 to make it more suitable for an SGD.
For this modification we make use of the fact that the network will only be applied
to normalized patches, i.e. ||xi||2 = ||yi||2 = 1. We incorporate the weights ηl into
the exponents, making the approximation of the Gaussian kernel become

ηl e
− 1

σ2 ||xi−wl||22 e
− 1

σ_k2 ||yi−wl||22

= ηl e
2

σ2
k

x⊤
i

wl− 1

σ2
k

− 1

σ2
k

||wl||22
e

2

σ2
k

y⊤
i

wl− 1

σ2
k

− 1

σ2
k

||wl||22

= e
2

σ2
k

x⊤
i

wl− 2

σ2
k

+ln(
√
ηl)− 1

σ2
k

||wl||22
e

2

σ2
k

y⊤
i

wl− 2

σ2
k

+ln(
√
ηl)− 1

σ2
k

||wl||22

= ex̂⊤ŵl eŷ⊤ŵl
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where x̂ =
[x

1

]
and ŵl =




2

σ2
k

wl

− 2

σ2
k

+ln(
√
ηl)− 1

σ2
k

||wl||22


.

Learning the ŵl can express the same solutions as learning wl and ηl could. This
change of variables allows us to replace the whole optimization with a much simpler
one:

min
Ŵ∈R(m+1)×p


 1

n

n∑

i=1

(
e− 1

2σ2 ||x̂i−ŷi||22 −
p∑

l=1

ex̂
⊤
i

ŵleŷ
⊤
i

ŵl

)2

 (3.6)

Note that we can use x̂i and ŷi in the first term (the target kernel function)
since the newly introduced intercept elements cancel out. The gradient of this
problem is much simpler than that of the original formulation and lends itself very
well to a parallel implementation. Specifically, nearly all the computation times is
spent on two matrix-matrix products — an operation that benefits greatly from
an implementation on graphics hardware. Since computation of the gradient is the
main driver of training time this is a huge gain in itself.

Algorithm 1 Convolutional kernel network - learning the parameters of the k-th
layer.

input ξ1
k−1, ξ

2
k−1, . . . : Ω′

k−1 → R
pk−1 (sequence of (k − 1)-th maps obtained from

training images); P ′
k−1 (patch shape); pk (number of filters); n (number of

training pairs);
1: extract at random n pairs (xi,yi) of patches with shape P ′

k−1 from the
maps ξ1

k−1, ξ
2
k−1, . . .;

2: if not provided by the user, set σk to the 0.1 quantile of the data (‖xi−yi‖2)ni=1;

3: unsupervised learning: optimize (3.6) to obtain the filters Ŵk

in R
|P ′

k−1|pk−1×pk (see chapter 4 for details);
output Ŵk, σk (smoothing parameter);

With all this, we can use algorithms 1 and 2 from [14] in their slightly modified
versions. Figure 3.2 illustrates the training procedure for the first layer. For the
following layers, the first layers are applied to every input before patch extraction.

The only changes in algorithms 1 and 2 are the use of the new approximation
scheme from 3.6 and the separate subsampling factors and associated smoothing
parameters γkt, γkh, γkw and βkt, βkh, βkw. As before, algorithm 1 trains one layer
of the network, using random pairs of patches produced by the preceding layers as
training data. These will include pairs of patches from different videos, but also
pairs from one and the same video. The value of σk controls how many pairs of
patches are to be considered “close”. Depending on the dataset this can be changed
but 0.1 seems to yield good results most of the time. Algorithm 2 applies a learned
network to an input volume.
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CHAPTER 3. METHOD AND APPLICATION TO VIDEO DATA

Figure 3.2: Training the first network layer. Random patches are extracted from all
inputs. Random pairs of those patches are used for training. Minimizing equation
3.6 yields a set of filters, each of which has the same shape as the training patches.

Since we only deal with regular 3D grids as coordinate systems it makes sense to
write down algorithm 2 in simplified, more implementation-centric form. For this
we split the ŵkl back up into filters wkl ∈ R

|Pk| and biases bkl ∈ R as section 3.2.1
would suggest. The pooling is done by blurring and subsampling the activation map
one dimension at a time. The result is algorithm 3, figure 3.3 demonstrates the in-
and outputs for an RGB input.

3.3 Input Types

Presenting data in an appropriate form is very important for any learning algorithm.
This also holds for neural networks, even though learning features directly from the
data is seen as a good thing in the neural networks community. Here we consider
generalizations of the input types used in [14]:
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Algorithm 2 Convolutional kernel network - computing the k-th map from the (k−
1)-th one.

input ξk−1 : Ω′
k−1→R

pk−1 (input map with regular grid coordinates Ωk−1); P ′
k−1

(patch shape); γkt, γkh, γkw≥1 (subsampling factors); pk (number of filters); σk
(smoothing parameter); Ŵk = [ŵkl]

pk

l=1;
1: convolution and non-linearity: define the activation map ζk : Ωk−1 → R

pk

as

ζk : z 7→ ‖ψk−1(z)‖2
[
e

− 1

σ2
k

[ψ̃k−1(z)⊤,1]ŵkl

]pk

l=1

, (3.7)

2: set βkt, βkh, βkw to be γkt, γkh, γkw times the spacing between two pixels in Ωk−1

along the time and spatial axes respectively;
3: feature pooling: Ω′

k is obtained by subsampling Ωk−1 by the fac-
tors γkt, γkh, γkw and we define a new map ξk : Ω′

k → R
pk obtained from ζk by

linear pooling with Gaussian weights:

ξk : z 7→
√

2/π
∑

u∈Ωk−1

e
− 1

β2
k

‖u−z‖2
2
ζk(u). (3.8)

output ξk : Ω′
k → R

pk (new map);

Algorithm 3 Convolutional kernel network for videos - computing the k-th map
from the (k − 1)-th one.

input ξk−1 (input volume: array of shape T × H ×W × pk−1); γkt, γkh, γkw ≥ 1
(subsampling factors); σk (smoothing parameter); Wk = [wkl]

pk

l=1 (filters, each
an array of shape t× h× w × |Pk−1|); bk = [bkl]

pk

l=1

1: convolution and nonlinearity Compute the filter activations by convolving
the input with each filter wkl. Add the bias Bk to each element of the activation.
Apply the nonlinearity. Multiply by input patch norms.

ζk(z)←
[
ψ̃k−1(z)⊤wkl

]pk

l=1

ζk(z)← ‖ψk−1(z)‖2e
− 1

σ2
k

ζk(z)+Bk

Produces array of shape (T − t+ 1)× (H − h+ 1)× (W − w + 1)× pk.
2: set βkt, βkh, βkw = γkt, γkh, γkw;
3: feature pooling: Apply (separable) Gaussian blur with variances βkt, βkh, βkw

to ζk. Subsample by factors γkt, γkh, γkw.
output ξk : Ω′

k → R
pk (new map);
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…

…

…

Figure 3.3: The first layer of a CKN with three-dimensional input. An input feature
map (in this case an RGB video) is first filtered with pk filters, then pooled. The
result is a new feature map. The dimensionality of all vectors is represented by
multiple equally-shaped volumes.

2D Gradient Map For this input we compute a two-dimensional gradient on each
frame individually as discussed in [14], resulting in the kernel from [1, 2]. We obtain a
spatial map with the same coordinate set as the input, but mapping each coordinate
to its gradient [dx, dy]⊤ ∈ R

2. Like in the three aforementioned works, we interpret
the normalized gradient as a direction θ ∈ [0, 2π], with ϕ̃(z) = [cos(θ), sin(θ)].
Densely sampling is then simply a matter of picking a number of equally-spaced
directions on the unit circle.

3D Gradient Map This feature map is a straight-forward extension of the two-
dimensional gradient map to the temporal dimension. In addition to the spatial
gradient we compute the temporal gradient which again can be interpreted as a
direction θ ∈ R

3 and an associated magnitude, this time in a three-dimensional
space. For the approximation we use the corner vectors of an icosahedron with a
unit outer radius as the sampling points. This sampling strategy is inspired by [10]
where the gradient is projected onto the facet normals of an icosahedron while we
merely compute the distance to each sampling point.

Optical Flow While the other feature maps mostly provide appearance informa-
tion about the video, this one provides the network only with information about
the motion. Recent work in [20] has shown that this motion information is to
some extent complementary to appearance information. Since the optical flow is a
two-dimensional input we apply the same dense sampling as for the two-dimensional
gradient.
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Patch Map This is the most straight-forward type of input. A video is represented
by a feature map ϕ : R3 → R

3 from voxel coordinates to RGB values. The kernel 3.2
simply extracts “3D patches” of this map, that is rectangular subvolumes of the video
of shape tk × hk × wk. This makes dense sampling infeasible since even in the first
layer with only three input channels the smallest sensible patches, just big enough to
capture some spatial and temporal features, have a dimensionality of 2×2×2×3 = 24.
For the following layers this number rises to mk = tk × hk ×wk × pk−1. This is why
we use the sparse sampling scheme introduced next for this case.

This concludes the chapter. We now turn to the implementation details of our
training procedure and the influence of some of the parameters for both network
architecture and training.
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Chapter 4

Experiments

With the method laid out we turn to an initial exploration of some of its hyperpa-
rameters. Nearly all of the parameters defining the experiments could be subjected
to more exploration by themselves but for this work we keep most of them constant
to keep the computational load manageable. We first document these parts of the
experimental setup and the datasets being used before turning to the experimental
evaluation.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The first choice involves the task we train and evaluate the networks on. With KTH
and HMDB51 we chose two small datasets in order to be able to iterate reasonably
fast.

KTH First published in [18] in 2004 this dataset is tiny compared to current
datasets: 6 actions are performed by 25 persons in 4 settings with 4 repetitions
each. Taking every repetition as a separate clip this would yield 2400 clips but since
some of the clips are missing the dataset ends up containing 2391 clips. The actions
performed are boxing, handclapping, handwaving, jogging, running and walking.
Figure 4.1 shows one example of each action.

(a) Boxing (b) Clapping (c) Waving (d) Running (e) Jogging (f) Walking

Figure 4.1: The Actions of the KTH Dataset in Still Frames.

The clips are grey-level, they have predominantly uniform background and hardly
any camera motion. The authors suggest a training, validation and test set split
of 8, 8 and 9 persons respectively. Due to its age and simplicity the state of the
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art on this dataset is a 100% test accuracy. The classes jogging and running show
significant overlap though, so reaching this test accuracy is not necessarily more than
overfitting the data. We use it for exploration more than as an actual benchmark,
so we only split it into the test set and use all the rest of the data for training and
cross-validation.

HMDB51 With 51 classes and 6766 clips the “Human Motion Database” in
HMDB51 is much bigger than KTH. It was published in [11] and is still small by
today’s standards. The clips are still relatively short, with the median duration being
81 frames (or 3.24 seconds at 25 frames per second). The conditions in HMDB51’s
clips are much less controlled than for KTH: The clips are sourced from various
online sources of both professional and amateur origin. Overall the setting is much
more realistic than KTH. Figure 4.2 shows some still images from the dataset. We
use the three predefined training/test splits provided by the authors.

(a) Pull-up (b) Flic-Flac (c) Shoot Ball (d) Golf (e) Jump (f) Brush Hair

Figure 4.2: Example actions from HMDB51.

Linear Classification The linear classification part is mostly kept stable across
the different experiments. We use a linear SVM implementation with an acceleration
scheme recently published in [12]. The main difficulty is to produce fixed length
descriptors for videos of potentially very different dimensions, both in time and in
space. We achieve this by applying the network to multiple equally sized tubes of
shape 20× 224× 224 for each video of the training set and then training the SVM
on the collected examples, giving each tube the label of its corresponding video. As
test time we extract tubes from each video, classify them independently and give the
video the label with the most votes. The regularization parameter λ for the SVM is
chosen to be a power of two by five-fold cross-validation.

The tube extraction is done as follows: For each video we sample five evenly-
spaced “anchor” frames from which we start the tubes. If the video is not long
enough to choose five frames we extract fewer. If the video is not long enough to
extract even one tube of the desired size we pad the input with repetitions of the
last frame. This is only needed for very short videos and does not happen very often.
For training videos we now randomly crop five tubes per anchor frame and flip each
one horizontally with a chance of 0.5. We do the same for test videos. We also tried
extracting the four corners and the center patch and using both these tubes and
their horizontally flipped versions for classification as is suggested in the literature,
but since this strategy consistently gave worse results we only report results using
the random cropping in the following.
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The size of the inputs to the network is closely related to the network architecture
since it affects the memory and computational requirement both in all the layers
and the linear SVM. Since the linear SVM implementation we use keeps all the
descriptors in main memory it is important to control this final size, too.

Unsupervised Network Training The kernel approximation described in equa-
tion 3.6 is the core of the CKN training. The optimization of this loss function is done
with a minibatch stochastic gradient descent implemented in C++ with the majority
of the work performed by GPUs. We extract 1,000,000 random patches of the preced-
ing layer’s output as the training examples, discarding patches without variance. At
runtime, pairs of patches are drawn at random from this set. We keep two randomly
selected thirds of the training patches as a validation set of patch pairs. Since the
patches for training are selected randomly at runtime some of the validation pairs will
likely be part of the training set, too. The SGD is run for a total of 300,000 iterations
with 300 minibatches of 1,000 pairs being used for 1,000 iterations each. This is done
to make sure the algorithm converges. Indeed, preliminary experiments showed that
after the first 30,000 iterations the validation objective for the approximation quality
keep improving but the test accuracy does not improve much anymore. But even
with these settings the SGD for a single layer typically does not exceed 10 hours of
training time on an Nvidia GTX980 graphics card, even for the biggest networks we
train. The learning rate η is initialized heuristically by trying out different values for
100 iterations and taking the one that yields the best result. After that the learning
rate is decreased by a factor

√
2 every 50 outer iterations, i.e. after 50,000 gradient

steps. If the optimization diverges (a nan or inf validation objective) or does not
improve (a validation objective twice as high as the best so far) it is reduced by
the same factor of

√
2. The σ parameter of the network effectively controls how

many pairs of patches should be considered “close” in terms of kernel function value.
We set this value to the 0.1 quantile of pairwise distances drawn from the training set.

For the optical flow input we precompute the optical flow for all successive frames
using the implementation of [3] provided by the authors1. The flow is stored as
16-bit floating point numbers as provided by the numpy library2.

4.2 Network Architecture

As a first exploration we are mainly interested in two aspects of the network
architecture: the input types and the number of filters used in the trained layers.
The networks used here are all of similar architecture: For reasons discussed below
we keep the number of layers fixed at two. For the gradients maps (G2D and
G3D for the two and three-dimensional gradient maps respectively) and the optical
flow input (OF) the number of sampling points on the circle or sphere is always

1http://lmb.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/resources/software.php
2http://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/user/basics.types.html
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PM

Flow

G2D

G3D

Pool
Feature Map

SVMPM Pool
Label

Figure 4.3: Classifying a video input with a trained network.

Filters |Descriptor| G2D G3D OF PM-50 PM-100

800 14400 83.4 84.5 92.9 85.9 86.3

1600 28800 85.3 84.8 94.1 86.4 86.6

2400 43200 86.2 89.2 94.6 86.9 86.0

3200 57600 86.4 91.0 94.4 85.4 86.6

Table 4.1: Accuracy (in %) on KTH for the different networks.

20. For these networks we subsample by factors γ1t, γ1h, γ1w = 2 × 12 × 12 and
γ2t, γ2h, γ2w = 3× 5× 5. The patch shape for the second layer is kept constant at
6× 4× 4. This means that the number of parameters to train for each network only
depends on the number of filters used in the trained layer.

For the patch map input (PM) the first layer uses a patch shape of 3× 3× 3,
the number of filters is indicated by the network name. The second layer uses a
slightly smaller subsampling factor γ2t = 2 to compensate for the smaller feature
map size due to the additional convolution in the first layer. The patch shapes and
subsampling factors are chosen to produce descriptors of reasonable size, i.e. to allow
for significantly varying the number of filters without growing the SVM problems
out of proportion. They also result in equally-shaped feature maps for all network
architectures, meaning that the number of elements in the descriptors only depends
on the number of filters in the second layer. Figure 4.3 shows the full pipeline for
classifying a video input.

4.3 Results

Table 4.1 shows results for the KTH dataset for different input types and numbers
of filters in the second layer.

A first observation here is the difference between the two- and three-dimensional
gradient maps. With the three-dimensional gradient map as the first layer the
networks seem to make better use of more filters in the second. This would suggest
that the more explicit temporal information in the gradient does provide value. The
optical flow input layer takes this even further, improving the test accuracy up to
94.55% compared to 90.96% for the 3D gradient map. This is not too surprising
given the nature of the dataset; the videos contain very little appearance clues, the
motion is the defining characteristic of the actions. The PM networks seem to be
unable to learn features in the first layer that are meaningful as inputs for a second
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boxing clapping waving jogging running walking

boxing 143

clapping 7 137

waving 1 9 134

jogging 133 9 2

running 1 16 125 2

walking 144

Table 4.2: Confusion matrix for the OF-2400 network on KTH. True labels left.

Filters |Descriptor| G2D G3D OF PM-50

800 14400 24.4 27.7 22.4

1600 28800 25.3 27.3 29.1 24.5

2400 43200 27.7 30.0 25.3

3200 57600 28.5 31.4 25.3

Table 4.3: Accuracy (in %) averaged over the three splits of the HMDB51 dataset
for the different networks.

Method OF-3200 [24] [16] [20] Temporal Net [20] fusion by SVM

Accuracy 31.4 57.2 66.8 54.6 59.4

Table 4.4: Accuracy (in %) averaged over the three splits of the HMDB51 dataset.

layer. Table 4.2 shows the confusion matrix for the OF-2400 network. The overlap
between jogging and running on the other is clearly reflected here. Running and
walking do not get confused very much though. The other three classes (boxing,
handwaving and handclapping) might be improved upon but this would provide
little general insight. More likely it would just mean overfitting to the dataset.

We thus turn out attention to the bigger HMDB51 dataset. For some of the
same network architectures as before, table 4.3 shows the results for the first split of
HMDB51. We omit the PM-100 architecture since it did not show an improvement
over PM-50 for KTH.

As table 4.4 shows the results are far from the state of the art. The observations
from the experiments on KTH still hold though: the optical flow input yields better
results than the gradient maps, and the PM architectures are still unable to match
either. Figure 4.4 shows the confusion matrix for the OF-1600 network for HMDB51
split 1 which also allows for similar observations: videos of class “flic flac” get
misclassified as “cartwheel”, “talk” as “chew” and similar others. However, there are
many misclassifications without such interpretation. Figure 4.5 shows some of the
filters learned in the first layer of PM-50-800. These filters, while random-looking,
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Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix for the OF-1600 network on HMDB51 split 1.

Figure 4.5: Filters learned in the first layer of PM-50-800, trained on the first split
of HMDB51. The filters of shape 3× 3× 3 are arranged vertically.

do perform much better than true random filters if used in a single layer CKN.
They are however not good inputs for training a second layer on top of the first
one. Preliminary experiments showed that building deep CKNs will likely require
some regularization of the optimization procedure. This is why we kept the number
of layers low for this work. With regularization the filters seem to converge to
Gabor-like ones. Current state of the art networks use many more layers, e.g. up to
22 in [21].
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Figure 4.6: Training, cross-validation and test accuracies over the SVM regularization
parameter λ of the OF-1600 for HMDB51 split 1. Smaller values of λ mean less
regularization.

Preliminary experiments showed that building deep CKNs will likely require
some regularization of the optimization procedure. Another observation to make
is the large gap between training, cross-validation and testing accuracies. Figure
4.6 shows typical values for HMDB51. The cross-validation accuracy quickly levels
out around λ = 2−20 while the training accuracies saturates at much higher levels.
This is expected to a degree, but the huge difference between training and cross-
validation accuracy would suggest that there is not enough training data for the
linear classification. Using substantially more data (i.e. more feature maps per
video) would be the obvious approach here but will likely bring the classifier to its
limits. A more feasible one might be an aggregation technique similar to the one
proposed in [8]. This would allow for more data to be used, adding computational
cost in the feature map computation step but reducing it in the linear classification
step.

In this chapter we have seen that CKNs allow for good action recognition in
videos but face several problems, the most notable of which are that the random
appearance of the learnt filters prohibits the training of deep networks and that
training the linear classifier would require more training data but quickly becomes
computationally infeasible. In the next chapter we discuss solutions to these and
other problems as well as more general next steps for our research.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The preceding chapters have discussed the motivation for a new approach to action
recognition on video, the formulation of the convolutional kernel network and a first
exploration of input types and the number of filters used. The results on the small
KTH dataset are encouraging; the network mostly misclassifies examples for which
the class boundary is very blurry. For the bigger HMDB51 dataset the results are
still far from the state of the art but there exist some straight-forward improvements
that can be made. These should allow for more sophisticated network architectures
to actually provide a benefit. If this is indeed the case, CKNs hold a big advantage
over conventional CNNs: training them on huge amounts of data is merely a matter
of implementation since no labelled training data is needed. With training being
done layer by layer and being well-suited for GPU implementation the training times
are fairly short.

To address the problems discussed above, several directions naturally present
themselves. As mentioned before, both the unsupervised and supervised training
procedures can be improved upon. Proper regularization of the unsupervised training
should yield features that are generic enough to be composed and built upon. Pooling
of the feature maps could reduce the load on the SVM while making more data
available to the linear classifier, reducing the overfitting problem discussed above.
The input types used in this work may be combined in different ways, too. Late
fusion as used in [20] is one possibility and showed slight improvements in preliminary
experiments. But an early fusion, i.e. training the complete CKN on the concatenated
channels of two or more inputs, seems more promising since it allows for the interplay
between the visual and motion information to be picked up on.

These improvements address the question of how best to approximate the kernel
function introduced in chapter 3. A more fundamental change to the CKN can
be made with a different kernel to approximate, leading to a completely different
linearization and potentially different behaviour. Stepping back even further, there
may be other methods that allow for an efficient approximation of these kernel
functions that differ in nature from CNNs but provide similar benefits.
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CKNs are still a new method, so there are still many of their aspects to be
explored. Especially for hard problems like in video analysis there are many things
to improve, but the method seems promising already and the next steps are clear.
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